2018
JERSEY POLICY
Objective:
To ensure every NCHA player has a quality, but yet affordable, properly fitting
jersey every season.
Applicability:
To all teams within the NCHA.
Process:
Prior to every season, each NCHA player will get sized for a new set of quality
home and away jerseys that they will keep at the end of each season. A specific
value from the NCHA registration will be applied towards 100% of the jersey cost.
Therefore when submitting registration fees to the Association, the specified sum
will be deducted by the team, which is to be applied to the cost of the jerseys.
Parameters / Standards on these jerseys, and what the expectations are from
NCHA are as follows:
AAA TEAMS
1. Jerseys will have a twill Son’s logo on the front of the jersey with the
remainder of the jersey being sublimated.
2. Player #’s sequence will be 2-20 and goalies will be 1 and 30.
3. Sublimation will allow for A’s, and C’s. Please identify at the time of sizing.
4. Sublimation of a player name bar will go on the jersey, as well, at the
coach’s discretion, and identified at time of sizing (large cost saving
instead of a sewn on bar)
5. 1 main sponsor is allowed on the bottom of each jersey, at an extra cost
per sponsor bar per jersey, to the team.
6. All jersey will have Canadian flag, stop sign, and League logo, if required.
AATEAMS
1. Jerseys will be a fully sublimated jersey with the Jr Sons on the front of the
jersey, including #’s, stop sign, Canada flag, and NDHL patch.
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2. Players to pick whatever # they want from 2-99.
3. Sublimation of player name bars will go on the back of jersey, at the
coach’s discretion, and identified and ordered at the time of sizing (large
cost saving instead of a sewn on bar)
4. 1 main sponsor is allowed on the bottom of each jersey, at an extra cost
per sponsor bar per jersey, to the team.
ATEAMS
1. Jerseys will be a fully sublimated jersey with the NCHA LOGO on the front
of the jersey, including #’s, stop sign, Canada flag, and NDHL patch.
2. Players to pick whatever # they want from 2-99.
3. Sublimation of player name bars will go on the back jersey, at the coach’s
discretion, and identified and ordered at the time of sizing (large cost
saving instead of a sewn on bar)
4. Jersey Colors and names to be determined by the Association. Please
discuss with the NCHA Equipment Manager in order to have details, prior
to the sizing night.1 main sponsor is allowed on the bottom of each jersey,
at an extra cost per sponsor bar per jersey, to the team.
*No changes or modifications to the above criteria will be permitted without
approval from NCHA Equipment MGR. Also, no third Jersey can be ordered
unless approved by the NCHA Equipment MGR.
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